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INTRODUCTION
Where competition and chance are found, those willing to gamble on the outcome
are often present. In the 21st Century, many people have been enticed by online
forms of gambling (known simply as “gaming”).2 Traditional forms of gambling,
such as parimutuel horse betting, are available online, as well as new forms of
gambling like Daily Fantasy Sports (DFS).13 Games of chance and games of skill
alike are at the fingertips of players. However, there is one particular game that is
effectively banned from being played online: poker.
With the advent of the internet, online poker soon followed; the first real money
game was played in 1998.4 The online poker industry quickly boomed, highlighted
by the success of its most storied figure, Chris Moneymaker.5 In 2003, the aptlynamed accountant and poker player became the first person to qualify for the
gargantuan World Series of Poker tournament through an online qualifier—he would
go on to win the tournament and the $2.5 million cash prize.6 This spark led to the
explosion of online poker in America and abroad.
While his unexpected victory bolstered the online poker industry, Congress made
other plans when they passed the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act of
2006 (UIGEA).7 While the Act was not a direct ban of online poker per se, it
effectively rendered the game unplayable in the United States by prohibiting
financial institutions from allowing wire transfers to internet gambling sites.8 The
Act cited internet gambling as a “growing cause of debt collection problems for
insured depository institutions and the consumer credit industry.”9 However, online
poker platforms continued to operate in the United States in direct defiance of the
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Act.10 On April 15, 2011, deemed “Black Friday,” the industry was dealt a death
blow when the Department of Justice indicted the three largest poker sites operating
in the United States, causing them to leave the American market for fear of violating
the UIGEA.11 The industry crumbled in the United States.12
One of the most popular and illustrious forms of gambling is sports betting. Until
2018, sports betting had endured a similar ban in the United States under the
Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act (PASPA).13 The Supreme Court’s
landmark decision in Murphy v. NCAA reversed the Congressional ban on sports
betting holding that PASPA is unconstitutional and giving states the authority to
make sports betting legal within their borders.14 In the years leading up to this
decision, the national sentiment surrounding sports has become increasingly
positive.15 For example, in 2016, one survey found that “[o]f those who watched
Super Bowl 50, 80% want to see the country’s current sports betting laws change.”16
In the wake of this ruling, twenty states have now legalized sports betting and many
other states have active legislation moving towards legalization.17
This Note will argue that the original concerns leading to the enactment of the
UIGEA are outdated and unreasonable in light of the Supreme Court’s recent ruling
in Murphy. With the defeat of PASPA, a way forward can and should be forged for
legal online poker to return to its former prominence in America. Any discussion of
American gambling post-Murphy will necessarily include a discussion of sports
betting. Part I contains an initial overview of the UIGEA, including an analysis of
case law surrounding the UIGEA. Part II will elucidate the circumstances
surrounding the defeat of PASPA in Murphy and what impact that has on litigation
surrounding the UIGEA. Part III will argue that legalization of online poker will
bring greater government oversight and benefit players overall, as many players
turned to unregulated offshore sites following Black Friday. Part IV will discuss the
state of online poker today, including the benefits the game brings to the four states
where online poker is currently legal. Part V will speculate on a possible path forward
for states where online poker has been historically banned, utilizing Kentucky as an
example.
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I.

OVERVIEW AND PRELIMINARY REFUTATIONS OF THE UIGEA

Due to being outdated and unfairly restrictive of online poker, the efficacy of the
UIGEA needs to be reconsidered. When PASPA was still valid, it imposed a
nationwide ban on sports betting.18 Conversely, the UIGEA does not alter, limit, or
extend any Federal or State law “prohibiting, permitting, or regulating gambling
within the United States.”19 Instead, the Act prohibits those “engaged in the business
of betting or wagering” from knowingly accepting funds of any kind “in connection
with the participation of another person in unlawful internet gambling.”20 Unlawful
Internet gambling is defined as placing, receiving, or knowingly transmitting “a bet
or wager by any means which involves the use . . . of the Internet where such a bet
or wager is unlawful under any applicable Federal or State law” where “the bet or
wager is . . . made.”21 This definition would later be subject to multiple
interpretations by the DOJ; more on that later.22
The UIGEA describes a “bet or wager” in part as “the staking or risking by any
person of something of value upon the outcome of a contest of others, a sporting
event, or a game subject to chance.”23 The Act notably carves out exceptions for
other gambling venues such as horse racing, intratribal gaming, securities exchanges,
and fantasy sports.24 It is important to reiterate that the Act does not explicitly ban
online poker, but rather, it effectively bans players in the United States from
depositing funds to these sites through financial institutions.25
While PASPA was inherently unconstitutional, the UIGEA is not. In Murphy v.
NCAA, PASPA was deemed to have violated foundational principles of federalism
and dual sovereignty, holding that the Act “‘regulate[s] state governments’
regulation’ of their citizens.”26 However, the UIGEA notably does not regulate state
governments’ regulation of their citizens; it does not alter or limit any existing
Federal or State regulation on gambling.27 The language within the Act is not
inherently unconstitutional. But, the absence of certain words or phrases reveals
important information about the UIGEA.
While the word “poker” or the phrase “online poker” is never explicitly
mentioned in the Act, courts have largely considered poker as a “game subject to
chance.”28 In an overwhelming display of failure, the Act itself does not include any
language aiding courts in the determination of whether a particular game should fall
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under the designation of being “subject to chance.”29 Following the enactment of the
statute, state courts were quickly faced with the question of determining whether
games are subject to chance or not. Judges employed various tests aimed at solving
this problem, one of the most oft utilized being the predominate-factor test.30
In Joker Club, a North Carolina Court of Appeals case, the court elucidates the
predominate-factor test.31 The court noted that “while all games have elements of
chance, games which can be determined by superior skill are not games of chance.”32
The court compares poker to games such as bowling and billiards, highlighting that
“the instrumentality for victory is in each player’s hands and his fortunes will be
determined by how skillfully he use[s] that instrumentality.”33 In this court’s view,
poker does not provide players with the instrumentalities needed for victory; chance
takes this out of the player’s hands.34 Further, the court reasoned that while a skilled
player may have a statistical advantage, they are always subject to a turn of a card,
which is an instrumentality beyond their control.35 In Dent, the Superior Court of
Pennsylvania, relied on Joker Club in their terse discussion of chance and skill,
ultimately grafting Joker Club’s exact reasoning onto the facts of their case without
much further consideration.36 The ambiguity inherent in the UIGEA left trial courts
with the burden of making important determinations on whether poker fell under the
language of the statute or not.
Poker players who are more skilled and knowledgeable can certainly increase
their chance of winning over less-skilled players by studying odds, playing stronger
hands, and making quick determinations with the limited information available on
the table at any given time.37 However, courts have maintained that the game itself
is ultimately predicated on chance.38 This is likely due to an overall unfamiliarity
with the mechanics of the game coupled with ambiguous statutory language. Because
poker has historically been understood as a game which is “subject to chance,” it
falls under the purview of the UIGEA. However, there is a strong argument to be
made that any game may be interpreted as a game “subject to chance.”
To begin, the phrase “subject to chance” is subject to many competing
interpretations. It can be construed either quite liberally or quite narrowly. It is
difficult for one to imagine a game which does not include some element which
happens to be “subject to chance.” The strike of a golf ball, no matter how perfect,
is subject to the chance that a gust of wind will cause the ball to miss its target ever
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so slightly.39 Is the wind an instrumentality which is essential to the game of golf,
yet “beyond the player’s control?” Clearly. Golf, like poker, is a game subject to
chance. Under the reasoning of Joker Club, golf should also be considered a game
of chance, not skill. This example highlights the shortcomings of the outdated and
unclear statutory language employed in the UIGEA’s construction.
The UIGEA’s prohibition on games “subject to chance” makes even less sense
when posed with a list of legal, regulated games which are also “subject to chance.”
For example, parimutuel horse betting, DFS, and most recently, sports betting, are
all games which are able to be legalized and regulated by states if they so choose.40
Employing the predominate-factor test leads to the realization that all three of these
are subject to more chance than skill; the instrumentalities essential to these games
are all out of the player’s control. The results of sports matches are wholly
determined by the players in the particular game, not any bet placed on the contest.
The accuracy of LeBron James’ jump shot is dependent on LeBron James, not a
person sitting on their couch watching the game and betting on whether the shot will
go in. Conversely, a poker player controls whether they choose to play the hand they
are dealt as well as whether they would like to bet, and if so, how much. The poker
player competes against other individual agents. However, online poker remains held
hostage by the UIGEA. The argument that online poker should be effectively banned
because it is “subject to chance” fails.
Another criticism of the UIGEA is that it unduly restrains citizens’ pursuit of
happiness.41 The restrictions of the Act limit citizens’ ability to spend their money
how they so choose. It also requires citizens to adhere to the moral code of the
State—the outdated paternalistic argument that the State is protecting its citizens by
restricting them from internet gambling.42 The UIGEA contains serious statutory and
conceptual flaws, which will be discussed below.
II.

WHAT DOES PASPA’S DEFEAT SIGNAL FOR THE UIGEA?

There is hope that the UIGEA will fall subject to a similar fate as PASPA. The
Supreme Court’s decision in Murphy v. NCAA was the culmination of a long battle
against PASPA.43 The citizens of New Jersey ultimately voted for an amendment to
the state constitution which allowed sports gambling to be conducted within its
borders.44 Multiple lawsuits were brought by the NCAA and three major sports
organizations, eventually culminating in Murphy.45 The plaintiffs argued that New
Jersey’s legislature violated PASPA’s language which prohibited states from
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enacting laws authorizing sports betting.46 In the majority opinion, Justice Alito
stated that PASPA violated the anti-commandeering principle by dictating what the
New Jersey legislature may or may not do.47 After holding that no provision of
PASPA was severable, it was no longer the law.48 Unfortunately, the constitutional
principles leading to the Supreme Court’s abrogation of PASPA do not transpose to
the UIGEA. Thus, the decision in Murphy does not provide any corollary legal
precedent which can be utilized.
However, the Supreme Court’s decision reveals the defeat of the rationale which
originally supported the passing of PASPA in 1992. The same rationale which
supported the former ban on sports gambling undergirds the current ban on online
poker. Opponents reason that both are particularly addicting, especially to young
people.49 Both bans led to significant illegal activity which flew in the face of federal
legislation. Reports from 2017 (before Murphy) indicated that an estimated amount
of $150 billion annually was illegally wagered on sports while PASPA was still in
effect.50 Much like the era of Prohibition on alcohol, Americans have proven that
they will continue to gamble despite federal regulation attempting to change their
behavior.51 The American spirit endures.
In years past, opponents of sports gambling included representatives from all four
major professional sports organizations: the NBA (National Basketball Association),
MLB (Major League Baseball), NFL (National Football League), and NHL
(National Hockey League).52 Interestingly, the NFL has now turned to partnering
with major sports betting and DFS sites such as DraftKings.53 The NBA has also
come to partner with sports betting operators, even amidst infamous scandals of
game fixing throughout its history.54 Former opponents have come to be proponents.
The growing acceptance of sports gambling signals hope for advocates of online
poker. As states pursue legislation seeking to legalize sports gambling, it will provide
the perfect venue for discussing the legalization and regulation of poker. Murphy
signals a turning of the tides. If states are willing to consider legalizing sports betting,
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which is undoubtedly “subject to chance,” they should also consider legalizing online
poker—arguably a game of skill.
III. THE STATE OF ONLINE POKER IN AMERICA TODAY
The online poker industry has been in a constant state of development and
fluctuation since its inception. Historically, violations of the UIGEA have relied on
underlying violations of the Federal Wire Act of 1961.55 The Wire Act makes it
illegal to knowingly use a wire communication facility for the placing of bets or
wagers or information assisting in the placing of bets or wagers on any sporting event
or contest.56 Since its enactment, “the federal government repeatedly employed the
Wire Act as a tool to prosecute individuals engaged in unlawful interstate gambling,
including sports wagering and non-sports wagering.”57 Once the internet age arrived,
the government utilized the phrase “wire communication facility” to directly reach
those using their computers and the internet in their transmissions.58 Much like
people use phones to contact their local bookie to place bets, people use computers
to compete in online poker tournaments. The Department of Justice (DOJ) utilized
the broad language of the Wire Act to gain control over the online gambling industry
in the modern age.59
In a surprising move in 2011, the Department of Justice’s Office of Legal
Counsel (OLC) released a memo regarding the Wire Act that led to major changes
for online poker.60 The OLC stated that “the Wire Act does not reach interstate
transmission of wire communications that do not relate to a ‘sporting event or
contest.’”61 With these words, the DOJ seemingly lost its foothold for prosecutions
unrelated to sports contests. Finally, the laws surrounding online gambling seemed
clear and discernable. Relying on this newly printed memo, multiple states—
Nevada, New Jersey, Delaware, and Pennsylvania—passed legislation legalizing
online poker within their borders.62
The industry took one great stride forward, but shortly took two steps back. The
OLC surprisingly reversed their 2011 opinion in a recent memo from 2018 regarding
their interpretation of the Wire Act.63 This opinion asserted that “all but one of the
Wire Act’s four prohibitions go beyond sports wagering and extend to all internet
gambling, including online casino games, poker, and lotteries.”64 With the 2018
memo, states were again left in the dark on the federal legality of online poker. States
that passed legislation regulating online poker have continued to operate despite the
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2018 memo.65 Unfortunately, they face the possibility that courts may adopt the
DOJ’s interpretation and invalidate their legislation.66 The relative ease with which
the DOJ continues to interpret and reinterpret this provision is unsettling and may
cause hesitation from states attempting to pass future legislation surrounding online
gambling.
Nevertheless, a few states have moved forward in the midst of uncertainty. By
2014, three states had legalized online poker: Nevada, New Jersey, and Delaware.67
Players located in these three states can legally play online poker through
WSOP.com.68 These states have fairly small populations: Nevada and Delaware are
only the 35th and 45th most populous states respectively.69 Therefore, to increase the
overall health of the player pool, they signed an interstate agreement allowing them
to consolidate the player pools.70 This means that a poker player located in Nevada
can compete online against a player in Delaware at any given time. Recently in 2017,
New Jersey joined in this agreement, adding to the player population.71 This
partnership should continue to flourish as more states join the agreement.
Pennsylvania is relatively new to the online poker scene, passing legislation
legalizing online gambling in 2017 in the midst of the OLC’s initial Wire Act
interpretation.72 Following a soft launch in late 2019, December brought the official
launch of online poker in Pennsylvania through PokerStars.73 The most prominent
online poker site has partnered with Mount Airy Casino Resort to obtain their license
to operate in Pennsylvania.74 At this point, Pennsylvania has not joined the interstate
agreement with the few other states allowing regulated online poker.75 In the month
of December alone, online poker generated $2.5 million in revenue in the state.76
Analysts predict that the online market as a whole will continue to grow as more
players move online in the years to come.77
65
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As the industry matures and continues to develop, online poker will play a
significant role in the ultimate success of gaming. As it stands, there are only six
states with laws authorizing online poker.78 The path to legalization looks different
for many states, however there is hope that the law will catch up with the public
consensus in due time. For citizens of most states, players must get creative in order
to find a table to deal them in.
IV. AMERICAN PLAYERS ACCESS OFFSHORE SITES TO
PLAY ONLINE POKER TODAY
During Prohibition, those who desired a bit of a stronger drink than others
had to come by that drink through alternative means.79 However, the creativity and
ingenuity of the American people ensured that liquor was readily available in the
midst of its illegality.80 Similarly, online poker remains under prohibitive regulation.
Today, crafty online poker players must access offshore sites which are not under
the purview of American regulation.81
There are numerous offshore sites offering online poker including Bovada and
BetOnline which receive heavy traffic from American players.82 The UIGEA failed
to keep American players from simply accessing alternative websites at the click of
a mouse and a few keystrokes. The overarching issue with a multiplicity of offshore
sites is that players often struggle determining which ones to trust.83 Additionally,
players may use alternate means of funding their accounts, such as utilizing
cryptocurrency, which is not backed by any regulated financial institution.84 These
difficulties underscore the need for further reconsideration of the UIGEA and its
unintended consequences for American players.
One illustrious scandal occurred shortly after the passage of the UIGEA in 2007.
A prominent site called Absolute Poker was founded in 2003 by a group of Montana
fraternity brothers with no previous experience.85 The company was moved to Costa
Rica where it was able to operate without a legitimate gaming license.86 After the
exodus of established sites in America following the passage of the UIGEA,
“Absolute Poker remained and became a legitimate contender in the market despite
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its rudimentary software.”87 In 2007, players began noticing suspicious activity from
one particular player named “Potripper” who was located in Costa Rica.88 It was
discovered that Potripper had access to every other player’s hole cards throughout
the tournament through the use of a separate master account.89 In poker, every piece
of information is incredibly valuable and he had access to it all. This account would
follow Potripper from table to table, revealing complete information on the cards of
the other contestants.90 The site was eventually shut down in 2011, resulting in a 100
percent loss of player funds.91 Unfortunately, these stories are common, especially
with players utilizing offshore sites.
There is a myriad of solutions to this predicament, but some are more viable than
others for the long-term success of online poker in America. It is abundantly clear
that the UIGEA and the Wire Act have not worked to ban online gambling in
America. One possible solution is inaction—the federal government could certainly
continue allowing American players to send their money to offshore sites and incur
difficulties using Bitcoin. This would avoid the problem of American financial
institutions accepting funds associated with gambling. It would accomplish the letter
of the law, but not accomplish the intended effect of enacting the UIGEA in the first
place, which is to stop Americans from gambling online.92 They will find a way to
work around the strictures of the UIGEA. Another possible solution is for the DOJ
to issue another clarifying memo regarding the Wire Act and the UIGEA. While this
would provide states with a quick solution, uncertainty as to the enforcement of these
provisions would yet remain. We cannot have another situation on an unregulated
site such as the Potripper debacle. Realistically, there are two solutions that take
precedent and are more viable over any others.
First, the Department of Justice should repeal the UIGEA. States which have
already offered regulated online poker to their citizens deserve to know their hard
work will not be taken away from them at a moment’s notice by the Department of
Justice’s interpretative memos. Many of the games the UIGEA sought to ban are
subject to carve outs or other exceptions, which now includes sports betting.93 It is
only a matter of time before the language on online poker is chipped away as well,
rendering the statute meaningless. This is one possible solution, but there is more
that can be done.
Second, citizens should take action to show their state legislators that online
gambling is here to stay. States should capitalize on these tax revenue streams as
quickly as possible by implementing and maintaining infrastructure in order to
accommodate the demand. With the defeat of PASPA, states can choose to offer
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sports betting.94 Many states already allow parimutuel horse betting.95 Daily Fantasy
Sports are growing rapidly in many states.96 Online poker should be available
alongside these companions.
While there is no direct legal precedent supporting an immediate challenge of the
UIGEA, there is still action to be taken. Of the two possible solutions, it would be
more economically and politically efficient for the federal government to return the
right to decide back to the individual states through a repeal of the UIGEA.
Individual states are better suited to understand the desires of their citizens and the
challenges that may come with implementation in their specific contexts. Moreover,
with so many carve outs already in place for the various forms of gambling
mentioned above, the UIGEA is merely a shell of what it was originally intended to
accomplish. Its scope has narrowed to only effectively ban online poker and online
casino games.97 With a repeal, state legislatures would be able to act without fear
that a simple DOJ interpretation may invalidate an entire piece of legislation. There
must be a better environment for Americans to play online poker other than
untrustworthy offshore websites often funded through backdoor cryptocurrency
transactions.
V.

AN EXAMPLE OF A PATH TO LEGALIZATION: THE BLUEGRASS STATE

State lawmakers must work against the broad federal laws in place if they want
to pass legislation allowing online gambling—that is, a muddy interpretation of the
Wire Act and confusion as to the DOJ’s enforcement of the UIGEA. The path to
legalization will likely be more difficult for states which have not historically
embraced online gambling and which do not have land-based casinos. Kentucky has
historically embraced gambling related to horse racing.98 Historical racing machines,
which functionally operate like classic slot machines using past horse races, have
been used in the Bluegrass state for nearly a decade.99 Currently, there is a bill in
progress to protect the operation of these machines after the Kentucky Supreme
Court ruled that they did not fall under the Kentucky statute’s definition of parimutuel wagering.100 Nevertheless, Churchill Downs offers online and mobile betting
through their TwinSpires subsidiary.101 The same enthusiasm, however, has not
surrounded other forms of gambling in Kentucky.
94
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Kentucky has notoriously been opposed to online poker for over a decade. In
2008, then-governor, Steve Beshear, attempted “to seize 141 domain names
registered to online companies” in order to prevent Kentuckians from accessing the
sites.102 The Governor’s rationale included many familiar arguments, including the
claim that minors had easy access to the sites and the sites took away taxes that would
usually go to the state.103 The state recently won litigation against PokerStars, though
it is still seeking recovery of the $1.3 billion.104 The case was originally brought in
2010 following the enactment of the UIGEA.105
Even in a state as hostile to online poker as Kentucky, there is surprisingly a
chance that legalization will occur in the near future. Ironically, the current
Governor, Andy Beshear, Steve Beshear’s son, is advocating for the online poker
industry to come to Kentucky.106 The revenue raised by the gambling industry will
predominately be used to help fund a severely underfunded pension plan for state
educators—a viable solution to an overwhelming issue in the Commonwealth.107
The Governor also has legislators on his side. On the first day of the 2020 session,
Representative Adam Koenig introduced HB 137 which purported legalization of
sports betting, DFS, and online poker.108 Under HB 137, players who would like to
bet online would have to register in person with a licensed organization—likely one
of the state’s racetracks.109 Although this bill was approved by the House, it was
killed by partisan politics before it could reach the Kentucky Senate.110
Unfortunately, in 2021, a similar bill, HB 241, failed in the Kentucky House, because
of the more pressing issue of historic horse betting.111 Koenig plans to reintroduce
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the bill in the 2022 session.112 Kentucky should look to surrounding states as guides
in determining tax rates that will be most beneficial to its businesses as well as its
citizens. With each passing year, Kentucky loses tax revenue to Indiana, Ohio, and
other surrounding states.113
The Commonwealth will, however, still have to contend with challenges by the
federal government under the UIGEA. If the DOJ’s Criminal Division chooses to
prosecute online poker operators again as in Black Friday, states would have to argue
against the UIGEA and the Wire Act. This matter is complicated given the OLC’s
2018 memo.114 If Kentucky follows the solution offered above, however, there is
greater hope that online gambling will be here to stay in the Bluegrass State for good.
If the Governor and Legislature work together to bring gambling to Kentucky, it
could serve as a viable solution to the pension crisis facing the state.
VI. CONCLUSION
The path to legalization among states is encouraging in light of the multi-state
online agreement. The foundation has been laid for states to legalize poker in their
jurisdiction and then join the multi-state agreement. This would exponentially
increase the player pools across the states, adding to the overall health and continuity
of the industry. The fact that states like Kentucky are pursuing legalization of online
gaming is promising for the future of the industry.
Now is the time for the federal government and individual states to embrace the
legalization of many forms of gaming, including online poker. Public approval for
online gambling is increasing, offering a prime opportunity for states to act. Rather
than allowing offshore gaming websites to infiltrate the American market, states
should reclaim the market share. Online gaming will give states access to additional
tax revenue which can be put to use improving the lives of their citizens. States are
merely delaying the inevitable legalization of online poker if they choose to wait.
For now, states should play their hand right instead of folding.
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